This paper, in the first place, calls attention to an extraordinarily compact solution of the problem in the title, given (a trifle hidden) in the work of the late Jacques Touchard. Its main weight, however, is on properties of the several kinds of number sequences appearing.
1. Introduction. Alfred Errera [1] apparently was the first to pose and solve the problem: in how many ways may 2« points on a circle be joined in pairs so that the corresponding chords do not intersect within the circle. This extension was put to me by a friend, G. W. Ford, because of its interest (actually only tangential) in the combinatorial approach to the Ising model initiated by M. Kac and J. C. Ward [2] . Sometime much later, I found that an extraordinary compact solution had been given by the late Jacques Touchard [6] , [7] , [8] . This is as follows. With Tn{x) the enumerating generating function by number of crossings, then (1) with tn{x) = (i -x)nT"{x) = z {-dv, j = r 2 )-
The number anm is the number of weak-lead election returns with final vote («, m) and n>m, that is, the number of lattice paths from (0, 0) to («, m) without crossings of diagonal points (k, k);an0 = 1, anm = anm_l +an_lm, m = 1(1)« -1 and antJ = an t = cn, the Catalan number. Touchard calls them numbers of Delannoy, with a reference to [1] . It may be noted at once that their recurrence implies (cf. [4, p. 661 ) Xn ,0 = fn -1 ,0 + rn-1,1 = Cn > '»,/ = fn-X j-l+2tn_u¡ + tn_. >/+ j, / = l(l)n> and also (6nm is the Kronecker delta here and later)
'n,0 + '«1 +■■■ +t JA nn ynJ>
The Because Eq. (1), b,y a strange oversight, does not appear explicitly in any of the Touchard references cited, I give a short derivation in the next section, using results in [8] . This is followed by an examination of the immediate implications of (1) on the coefficients Tnk of Tn{x), and by a similar study of other Touchard identities. I do not take space to prove the following results on the probability distribution Tn{x)ITn{l): the mean is «(« -l)/6 and the variance is (« + 3)«(« -l)/45. Thus, for general «, the terms appearing correspond to partitions of «, with numerical coefficients given by permutations of elements of character specified by the corresponding partition, and, abbreviating S¡{x) to S¡, With Diy) = 1 -Ay + 8y2 -Ay3 + y4, it turns out that (18) Diy)Aiy) = 2 -6y + 3y2 -y3, Diy)B(y) = I + y.
